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Legal screws 
tighten for 
Google, Apple
PARIS: David Barnard owes his entire livelihood to
Apple. In 2008, he sold his car to start a company
building apps for the fledgling iPhone. He’s since
found success making what he self-deprecatingly
calls “boring” apps, including ones that check the
weather or help drivers monitor their gas use.

But his conflicting feelings sum up a growing
debate — playing out in courts and parliaments
around the world — over whether both Apple
and Google are abusing their monopoly over the
app market. In a world first, South Korean MPs
passed a law Tuesday banning the two tech
giants from forcing app developers to use their
payment systems.

Until now, those restrictions have allowed Apple
to take a cut of up to 30 percent from payments
made inside apps downloaded via the App Store,
and Google to do the same through its Play Store.
The tech giants, whose operating systems run on
99 percent of the world’s smartphones, have
argued this is fair recompense for providing the
platforms that allow apps to be downloaded in the
first place.

And to some extent, Barnard agrees. “Apple
enabled me to build a business, which I’m incredi-
bly grateful for,” he said from his home in Texas.
“But it comes with some pretty big trade-offs.”
Barnard said he had witnessed frustrating cases of
companies building clever apps, only for Apple to
release similar features that work better with the
phone’s technology “in ways that developers can’t
compete with”.

And with tens of billions of dollars floating
through Apple and Google’s payment systems as
apps become increasingly integrated into people’s
shopping and entertainment habits, the commis-
sion charges have come in for particularly fierce
opposition.

Epic legal battles 
The fees are at the heart of a bitter lawsuit

between Apple and Epic Games, maker of the phe-
nomenally successful video game Fortnite. The
game lets players spend real money on digital
items like clothing and weapons. It sounds frivo-
lous, but the trial revealed that this translated to at
least $100 million collected by Apple.

Furious over these lost profits, Epic is also suing
both Apple and Google in Australia and has filed
complaints with EU and UK competition authori-
ties, in what competition lawyer Pierre Zelenko
described as a “worldwide battle” against the tech
giants. “They’re piling on the pressure on multiple
fronts to have more chances of a recognized
authority coming out in their favor,” the Linklaters
lawyer said. Epic are not the only challengers tak-
ing on the app market overlords.

In July, 37 US states banded together to sue
Google, alleging that the Play Store represents an
illegal monopoly. They claim Google used various
strategies to prevent viable competitors to the Play
Store emerging, including offering to pay Samsung
to make its Galaxy Store less appealing. Consumers
are meanwhile waging class actions against both
companies in the US and UK, while France’s com-
petition authority has joined forces with an alliance
of start-ups to take Apple to court. —AFP

PARIS: From agriculture to housing to transporta-
tion, economic growth has historically depended on
burning through finite natural resources and rear-
ranging natural landscapes.

As the IUCN World Conservation Congress
kicks off in France tomorrow, an urgent question
will be how to reduce the devastation wrought by
humanity on the environment. One idea gaining cur-
rency is to assign nature an economic value. “It’s the
only way to speak the same language as political
decision-makers,” Nathalie Girouard, an expert on
environmental policy at intergovernmental think
tank OECD, told AFP.

“We have increased economic growth at the
expense of nature.”
Chemical-intensive agri-
culture, over-fishing, pol-
lution and climate change
are all pushing ecosystems
to the brink of collapse.

For business, putting a
monetary value on nature
means that damaging
resources such as breath-
able air and drinkable
water becomes not just a
survival risk, but a finan-
cial one. But experts are divided on how to measure
“natural capital”, and some argue that it should not
be done at all.

Natural capital 
During most of industrialization, the intrinsic val-

ue of nature’s bounty-air, fresh water and oceans,
for example-was not recognized because it cost
nothing to consume or pollute. The concept of natu-
ral capital, some conservationists and economists
argue, makes it possible to evaluate ecosystems in
terms of the “services” they provide-and the cost of
repairing them when damaged.

Mary Ruckelshaus, head of the Natural Capital
Project at Stanford University, acknowledges that it
is a complex task. She gives the example of their
work in Belize where indigenous populations, fish-
ermen and real estate developers all value man-
grove forests, but have very different ideas of what
to do with them. Some will value their capacity to
dampen storm surges, while others would prefer to
see aquaculture or sandy beaches in their place.

“They help protect coastlines, communities from
sea-level rise and hurricanes,” she says, adding that
such a “service” is worth millions, in some cases bil-
lions, of dollars.

“You can monetize that.” But she says such num-
bers cannot always cover
the true cost of harming a
resource. “What’s the cul-
tural value of the man-
grove forest to an indige-
nous community who lives
in Belize? Priceless,” she
continues.

Ruckelshaus says the
best way to assign value to
ecosystems is to get all the
interested parties around a
table. “If you articulate and

quantify where the most value is for each stake-
holder, often you don’t have as many trade-offs as
you think,” she says. When you scale things up, the
numbers are eye-popping. Some $44 trillion (37
trillion euros) of annual economic value generation-
half of the world’s gross domestic product-is mod-
erately or highly dependent on nature, according to
the World Economic Forum.

Using the natural capital as the guiding principle,
proponents favor integrating natural resources into
the calculation of a country’s wealth. “This is the first
step to integrating biodiversity in national strategies
and plans and to bring about real change, thanks to

clear targets and indicators,” said Girouard. But the
concept remains controversial for some.

In 2018 British writer and environmentalist
George Monbiot argued against the idea, which he
said “reinforces the notion that nature has no value
unless you can extract cash from it”. French author,
environmentalist and member of the European
Parliament Aurore Lalucq agrees. “We don’t need to
give a price to bees-we need to outlaw the pesti-
cides that kill them,” she said. She believes that leg-

islation, not financial incentive, will work best to
protect remaining ecosystems.

“We need to regulate, make practices illegal and
invest in green infrastructure and biodiversity,” she
said. Ruckelshaus acknowledges that the monetary
value system has its limitations and that government
regulation remains crucial. “Valuing nature... gives
everybody the same information but it doesn’t guar-
antee that everyone will make the decision to pro-
tect nature,” she said. —AFP

Price tag on the planet? Helping business value nature

World Conservation Congress 
kicks off in France tomorrow 

BONIFACIO, France: In this file photograph, workers immerse blocks in the sea for the anchorage of yachts in the
Sant’ Amanza bay close to Bonifacio in the south of the French Mediterranean island of Corsica. —AFP

Google to appeal 
$590m French fine 
in copyright row
PARIS: Google yesterday said it is appealing a
decision by France’s competition watchdog to hand
it a 500-million-euro ($590 million) fine in a row
with news outlets over the use of their content
under EU copyright rules. “We disagree with some
of the legal elements, and consider the amount of
the fine to be disproportionate compared to the
efforts we have put in place to reach a deal and
respect the new law,” Sebastien Missoffe, head of
Google France, said in a statement.

The fine, issued by the French Competition
Authority in July, was the biggest in the agency’s
history for a failure to comply with one of its rul-
ings. The watchdog said Google had failed to nego-
tiate “in good faith” with media companies in a
long-running legal battle over the internet giant’s
use of snippets of articles, photos and videos in

search results.
The row has centered on claims that Google has

used this content in its search results without ade-
quate compensation, despite the seismic shift of
global advertising revenues towards the search
giant over the past two decades. In April last year,
the French competition authority ordered Google
to negotiate “in good faith” with media groups
after it refused to comply with a 2019 European
Union law governing digital copyright.

The so-called “neighboring rights” aim to ensure
that news publishers are compensated when their
work is shown on websites, search engines and
social media platforms. Last September, French
news publishers including Agence France-Presse
(AFP) filed a complaint with regulators, saying
Google was refusing to move forward on paying to
display content in web searches.

While Google insists it has made progress,
the French regulator said the company’s behav-
ior “indicates a deliberate, elaborate and sys-
tematic lack of respect” for its order to negoti-
ate in good faith.

The Competition Authority rebuked Google for
failing to “have a specific discussion” with media

companies about neighboring rights during nego-
tiations over its Google Showcase news service,
which launched late last year. Missoffe insisted
yesterday that Google “recognizes neighboring
rights, and we remain committed to signing agree-
ments in France”. —AFP

PARIS: A man takes a picture with his mobile phone of
the logo of the US multinational technology and
Internet-related services company Google as he visits
the Vivatech startups and innovation fair, in Paris. —AFP

Eurozone jobless
rate falls to 7.6%
FRANKFURT: Unemployment in the eurozone con-
tinues to fall, Eurostat reported yesterday, dropping
to 7.6 percent in July from 7.8 percent the month
before and from 8.4 percent over the year. The sea-
sonally-adjusted rate in the broader European
Union, including countries not in the single currency
bloc, also fell by 0.2 percentage points over the
month, dropping to 6.9 percent in July. 

The agency estimates that 14.613 million
European Union residents were out of work in July. 

Meanwhile, eurozone inflation surged to three
percent in August, according to official data
released Tuesday, as widespread shortages, rising
energy costs and one-off effects sent consumer
prices in Europe sharply higher. The rise takes the

rate a full percentage point higher than the ECB’s
target of two percent and to a level last reached in
November 2011, though economists insist the hike is
linked to effects of the coronavirus pandemic and
will be short-lived.

The August inflation rate was mainly pushed
higher by a 15.4 percent rise in energy prices, which
compared to a 14.3 percent rise a month earlier.
Jack Allen-Reynolds, senior economist at Capital
Economics, said that inflation in the 19-member
eurozone could rise “even further in the coming
months.”

“But this is due to temporary forces that
should fade next year, leaving headline and core
inflation well below two percent by the end of
2022,” he said. The European Central Bank has
for now set aside any concerns over the rise in
consumer prices and says it will continue its
long-running stimulus policies to help stoke an
economic recovery. 

Before the summer break, ECB chief Christine
Lagarde said the ECB would show “patience” in
helping the 19-nation currency club through the
health crisis, signaling that key interest rates would
stay lower. —AFP

FRANKFURT: Unemployment in the eurozone continues
to fall, Eurostat reported yesterday, dropping to 7.6
percent in July from 7.8 percent the month before and
from 8.4 percent over the year.

Regulation
still remains

a  key

Greenpeace accuses 
Swiss banks 
of ‘greenwashing’
GENEVA: Greenpeace yesterday accused Swiss banks
of practicing “greenwashing” after an investigation found
that they often failed to promote sustainable investments
and their products on offer weren’t very climate-friendly.
The NGO’s Swiss branch sent people into 19 Swiss
financial institutions, including giants UBS and Credit

Suisse, who posed as potential investors to assess the
quality of advice from banks on sustainable financial
investments. The investigation found bank advisers only
asked prospective investors whether sustainability was
important for them in half of the interviews. When
prospective investors asked for investments that are cli-
mate-friendly and compatible with the Paris Agreement
they encountered some bank advisers unfamiliar with the
2015 pact on limiting global warming.

As for the so-called climate-friendly funds that were
put forward, Greenpeace said they were barely more
so than conventional investments after close analysis.
“None of the financial investment products put forward
as climate-friendly could certify that only investments

that comply with the climate objectives of the Paris
Agreement are included in the portfolio,” Greenpeace
said in its report.

It called problematic that for almost 60 percent of
the funds analyzed-because they were recommended
as climate friendly-the sustainability criteria was only
applied to a part of the portfolio. “These results are fur-
ther proof that the Swiss financial center is practicing
greenwashing with what it calls ‘sustainable finance’,” it
said. The investigation comes just months after
Greenpeace screened more than 50 Swiss and
Luxembourg funds and found that funds labeled as
“sustainable”, “fail to invest more capital in a sustain-
able economy than conventional funds.” —AFP

Mexican economy 
to grow 6.2% in 
2021: Central bank
MEXICO CITY: Mexico’s economy will grow by 6.2
percent this year after a deep pandemic-induced
recession in 2020, the central bank predicted
Tuesday, in the latest upgrade to its forecast. In June,
the Bank of Mexico had predicted growth of 6.0
percent for Latin America’s second-largest economy

in 2021, after a forecast in March of 4.8 percent.
The Mexican economy shrank 8.5 percent in

2020, according to official figures, in the worst
slump since the Great Depression some nine
decades ago. In its quarterly inflation report, the
central bank said that the latest upgrade was mainly
due to a better than expected second quarter, when
the economy grew 19.5 percent year-on-year.

Progress in Mexico’s coronavirus vaccination
program and the relaxation of restrictions on eco-
nomic activities helped to boost growth, it said. The
central bank said that this year’s growth could miss
or exceed its central forecast within a range of 5.7-
6.7 percent.

“Considering the persistence of some disruptions
in global supply chains and the recent increase in
the number of COVID-19 infections, there is still
high uncertainty about the rate of the recovery in
economic activity,” it cautioned. Inflation is expect-
ed to remain above 5.0 percent until early 2022
before moving down towards the official target of
around 3.0 percent in early 2023, the central bank
forecast. Inflation stood at 5.81 percent in July on
an annual basis-outstripping the target rate for a
fourth straight month. The central bank has raised
its benchmark interest rate twice this year, to 4.5
percent, in an effort to contain growing price
pressures. —AFP


